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Classing Up: RSEP Classes Educate Nimitz Sailors
Four instructors from RSEP boarded the USS Nimitz to educate sailors about regional security threats. Full Story

RSEP Briefs Held On Board USS Peleliu
Amphibious assault ship USS Peleliu hosted 5 RSEP instructors for a week-long series of seminars. Full Story

RSEP: Adapted Education Meets Navy's Needs
An RSEP team brings NPS education to USS Makin Island to help prepare Sailors for deployments abroad. Full Story

RSEP Prepares Deploying SEALs
RSEP faculty traveled to San Diego, Calif., to teach deploying SEAL teams about the politics, economics, history and culture of the Middle East and South Asia. Full Story

RSEP Team Voyages to Brazil
RSEP faculty members Prof. Kristina Mani of Oberlin College, Prof. David Mares of the University of California, San Diego and Lt. Col. Keith Blakely of NPS, boarded the USS Carl Vinson while it was traveling along the coast of Brazil between Natal and Rio De Janeiro. Full Story

US Navy: Naval Postgraduate School Brings Diplomatic Training to USS Nimitz
Rear Adm Steven Loeffler (ret) discusses the importance of the carrier's role in diplomacy. Full story

RSEP Delivers Graduate-Level Programs to Naval Strike Groups
Dr. Robert Rook, Chair of the History Department at Towson University, observes flight operations from vulture's row while aboard the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69). Full story

Retired Professor Provides, Gains Valuable Learning Experience at Sea
NPS Prof. Ementus Ahmad Ghoreishi delivers a briefing on Iran's influence in the Persian Gulf to "Bluetails" of the Airborne Early Warning Squadron (VAW-121) while aboard the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69) Feb. 26. Full story

Regional Security Education Comes to George Washington Strike Group
RSEP personnel were aboard the USS George Washington, USS Farragut, and USS Kauffman to help cultivate an appreciation for the history, culture and people of South America. Full story

RSEP Helping to Enhance NASSAG's Cultural, Security Awareness
Sailors receive graduate-level education from regional and subject-matter experts on the regional threats they are likely to encounter. Full story